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From leader to stay-at-home mom to intern to leader again:
Why three women left Bay Street — and why they went back
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Do women avoid or abandon promising careers on Bay Street because they place a
higher premium on worklife balance? Kind of, sort of, but not really.
“I think there is a common fallacy out there — generally, not just in our industry —
that women leave the work environment to go home and take care of kids,” says
Jennifer Reynolds, president and chief executive of Women in Capital Markets. “In

fact, only about 10 percent of highly educated women leave to take care of kids.”
The New York Times Magazine first shined its spotlight on these 10 percenters in a
2003 cover story. Soon after, the term “optout generation” entered the lexicon and
the dreamy concept of “having it all” was placed under permanent review.
A decade later the magazine followed up with these women in a feature titled “The
OptOut Generation Wants Back In.” Explanations ranged from money and marital
problems to plummeting selfconfidence, and
roadblocks to reentry ranged from finding a job that
just want to make
matched their former tax bracket and prestige to finding

Women
sure the tradeoff is worth it

a job at all.

The remaining 90 percent, of course, never left the
workforce. But many of them still walked away from those same highstress, high
powered jobs. Why?
For most women the problem is not long hours qua long hours, says Ms. Reynolds.
The problem is that those long hours do not yield the same results for women that
they do for men. “Every hour you invest in your work is an hour you’re not investing
in your home,” she says. “Women just want to make sure that tradeoff is worth it.”
And, for the most part, it’s not.
While women in capital markets hold 23 percent of associate, analyst, assistant and
administrator positions, they hold only 17 percent of vice president or director
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positions and only 10 percent of positions at the level of
senior director or above. Or at least that was the case in
2008, the last time Catalyst surveyed the Canadian
industry. “I’d love to tell you that the numbers have
changed,” says Ms. Reynolds, “but anecdotally I don’t
think they have.”

Ms. Reynolds argues that the underrepresentation of women at the top is the cause,
not the result, of the underrepresentation of women at the bottom. “They don’t see
any women ahead of them, and there is no role model to say, ‘Oh, I can actually make
it into a senior role here.’” So they leave.
Enter the Return to Bay Street program. Launched by Women in Capital Markets in
2012, the program awards internships to women who have left the industry and who
are now looking to break back in. So far twelve women have won, six of them in
2014. Of the six winners from previous years, all have since landed fulltime
positions within the industry.
Three of them share their stories below.

My story: Mary Ann Mendes
After an 18year career in capital markets, I reassessed my
priorities from a personal and professional perspective. At
the time, 2008, my industry was roiling from the global
economic crisis, and my husband and I were raising a young
family. Things seemed ripe for a change. So I chose to opt
out.
The decision was not easy. I was filled with anxiety and, as
an immigrant, walking away contradicted the work ethic that

had been engrained in me since I was a child. I worried that
leaving the industry temporarily would really mean leaving it
for good.
Five years passed, and I wanted to return. But doing so was
daunting. I knew I would be competing for jobs with
individuals who had stayed the course, remaining firmly
entrenched in the world I had left behind, and I worried
about how my extended absence would make me look.
Would I be perceived as flighty and uncommitted? Had my
qualifications and experience lapsed in the eyes of potential
employers and colleagues? Would I have to start my career
from scratch and work my way up from a junior level all over
again?
For an entire year I commuted with my youngest son from Oakville to Toronto,
dropping him off and picking him up from daycare as I met with former colleagues to
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try to get my foot back in the door. This proved fruitless.
Then a parent at my son’s daycare told me about the
Rotman School of Management’s Back to Work
program. I was one of thirty women selected, and one
thing led to another. Eventually I landed an internship
in my former industry.

I was fortunate — for the most part. I certainly had to do some rebuilding, which was
harder the second time around because I had three children to care for. But my
employer recognized me as a highcalibre professional with leadership potential, and
I met senior executives who both supported my decision to return to work and
helped bring me back up to speed on the culture, priorities, challenges and issues
facing the industry.
Mary Ann Mendes is now director, client services at BMO Capital Markets.

My story: Rakhi Tejani
I decided to leave work after my first child was born. My
husband and I were living in the U.K. at the time, so we did
not have anyone who could look after our newborn if I were
to return to work. It was a difficult decision at the time, but
it was the right decision for our family. I was off for five
years and had three children during that time.
I didn’t try to return to work until all of my children were in
school. I spent six months looking for work, but I did not
have any luck securing a job that matched my skill level or
interests.
Then a friend suggested I attend a conference catering to
women in my position. One of my biggest takeaways from
that experience was that my decision to take time away from
my career was common. I met many women who had made similar decisions when
they became mothers and who were now trying to figure out how to get back into the
workforce.
After the conference, I applied for and won an internship that allowed me the
opportunity to work for a toptier bank — something that did not seem possible

during my job search. My employer partnered me with a
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mentor who has helped guide my renewed career. In
addition, I have been given the opportunity to network
with a number of highly successful individuals.
After my initial hurtles, returning to Bay Street has been

a seamless transition. While I am glad that I took time
off to focus on my family, I take pleasure in knowing that I am making a positive
contribution in my work and I aspire to be a positive role model to other young
women, including my own children.
Rakhi Tejani is now senior manager, operational risk at National Bank Financial.

My story: Barbara Glassford
It was not my decision to leave work. In 2005, the
investment management firm I helped build from $100
million to $30billion in assets was sold to a U.S. buyer. For
more than a year, I led the execution side of the deal, fully
knowing senior executives like me were unlikely to survive
the acquisition.
This was confirmed shortly before the sale closed. Following
a 16year career on Bay Street, spanning investment
banking, mergers and acquisitions, corporate and product
development and wealth management, I found myself out of
work.
Although I was disappointed, losing my job did provide me
with an (unplanned) opportunity to focus on my young family. During this period of
unemployment, which lasted eight years, I also immersed myself in volunteer work,
in part to keep my leadership, communication and computer skills current.
When I decided that I wanted to return to work I struggled with feeling confident in
what I had to offer potential employers. Restarting my career as an intern enabled
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me to reintegrate into the industry, quickly regain my
confidence and transition to fulltime employment. I
feel more prepared and ready for the next steps in my
career now, which I hope will one day again include
taking on more senior roles.
I have often been asked how I have been able to succeed

in a maledominated field. I certainly have experienced some of the challenges that
most women do. And it was joining a female professional network that enabled me to
get my foot back in the door. But I have also experienced strong, mostly male,
mentorship and support that has assisted my continued advancement and been a
critical part of my career progression.
Barbara Glassford is now senior manager, financial crisis management at BMO
Financial Group.

Thinking of opting out? Thinking of opting back in?
The “onramp” afforded to Ms. Mendes, Ms. Tejani and Ms. Glassford is rare. While
their experiences are proof that there are advocates and industry leaders who are
working to change that, it remains the case that a woman who takes a prolonged
hiatus from a highly successful career tends to have trouble picking back up where

she left off.
Until workplaces are reworked to better accommodate the fact that women have
children, this will continue to be the case. It will also continue to be the case that
some highly talented women will opt out of successful careers. And a vast majority of
them will later try to opt back in.
For women who are considering leaving the workplace — or are considering coming
back — Ms. Mendes, Ms. Tejani and Ms. Glassford have some advice, which has been
collected below:
If you’re thinking about opting out, you should have a plan for reentry. This
should include:
Staying connected to your colleagues and business partners
Maintaining your profile on LinkedIn
Keeping an eye on your industry, including regulatory and technological
developments
If you’re thinking about opting back in, you should find and seize opportunity.
This should include:
Seeking out organizations that are committed to supporting mothers who want to
relaunch their careers
Keeping an open mind to job offers as they emerge
However, the biggest challenge facing women who are contemplating a return to
work may not be the job market, says Ms. Glassman. Rather, it may be having
confidence in what they have to offer potential employers.
Her advice? “Find and nurture that confidence.”
Illustrations by Andrew Barr
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"“They don’t see any women ahead of them, and there is no role model to say, ‘Oh, I can actually make it into a senior role here.’” So
they leave."
Since when were women so delicate and helpless? If you are so easily dissuaded from a career as a CEO that a lack of role models
with the same genitals as you is going to make you take your ball and go home, you're not cut out to be a senior executive anyway.
People who become leaders of large companies do it despite obstacles. No one is going to make it easy on you, stop expecting it.
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YOU know that YOU are HalfRight.
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Cars are now the extension of a Woman's Personality where many drive MercedesBenz, Porsche, Jaguars, RangeRovers or Land
Rovers as well as WOMEN'S CARS such as BMW's & Volvos. Don't be surprised seeing a HotLooking Chic with a Masters Degree,
MBA or JD or Law Degree working either in the Business Corporate World or Government riding a HighPerformance Motorcycles such
as Suzuki or Kawasaki as well as HarleyDavidson Motorcyle.
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The White Professional Women of Canada, The United Kingdom, America, France, Germany, Sweden, Italy & Europe ABANDON their
MODESTY of a PRIVILEGED & SHELTERED UPBRINGING to POSE or MODEL for STREETLOW Magazine of San Jose California
USA or LOWRIDER Magazine of Los Angeles California USA.
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